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Documenting comparabilities among variables
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Organising 144,000 variables
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We are not 
creating  
represented 
variables 
(yet)

The aim of CLOSER Discovery is to provide 
information to allow researchers to make their own 
decisions e.g. for harmonisation
We are not the studies who may (or may not) have 
views about what they would recommend
It might be that some users would find represented 
variables useful, for some it might not be the case.
Its also a lot of work



Managing 
Conceptual 
Variables

DDI-Lifecycle Colectica Repository
• High level topics e.g. ELSST or MeSH
• Question information (question 

name, question text)
• Variable information (variable name 

and label)

Colectica SDK















Summary

Matching criteria based on the actual question asked

Flexibility to make human decisions where the matching criteria 
is not smart enough

Ability to extend the functionality for more semantically driven 
decisions (handing off to a more sophisticated matching 
algorithm)  

Capability to add code lists or other dimensions, population or 
respondent to finesse the decisions

Capture matching decisions that could be added to a Quality 
Statement for transparency
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